Dynamic PET provides temporal information about tracer uptake. However, each PET frame has usually low statistics, resulting in noisy images. The goal is to study effects of prior regularisation on dynamic PET data. Quantification and noise in imagedomain and time-domain as well as impact on parametric images is assessed.
random fractions were both 35%. The data consists of 23 frames as applied in our clinical protocol. For reconstruction, the Ordinary Poisson Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation (OP-OSEM) method was used in PRESTO [1] , which allows to use several 3D priors [2] . The Median Root Prior (MRP) used a 3x3x3 neighbourhood and a Bayes parameter of 0.1 for all frames. Patlak parametric images were calculated using PMOD software. Figure 1 shows that the MRP OP-OSEM reduces image noise in WM, GM and AIF: from 50% reduction in low-count frames to 10% reduction in high-count frames (e.g. Frame 24). Furthermore, Patlak parametric images also look smoother for MRP OP-OSEM than for OP-OSEM. Figure 2 shows similar quantification for both reconstruction methods (with similar RCs). OP-OSEM presents higher RCs than MRP OP-OSEM in high-count frames (up to 9%), while in low-count frames MRP OP-OSEM presents higher RCs (up to 9%). This is probably due to the fact that the Bayes parameter is count-dependent.
This study shows improvement on PET image quality in terms of noise (up to 50% reduction) as well as in parametric images when using prior regularisation in dynamic PET data. Both OP-OSEM and MRP OP-OSEM show similar quantification, with higher RCs for MRP OP-OSEM in low-count frames. 
